
































 

MUSIC OF INDONESIA, VOL. 14: 
Lombok, Kalimantan, Banyumas:Little-known Forms of Gamelan and 
Wayang  
Liner note supplement 07/04/2008 
 
Recorded, edited, and annotated by Philip Yampolsky.  74 minutes.  SWF 40441 (1997)   
  
 
Track list  
1. Overture and beginning of opening scene 
2. Laju 
3. Rangsang 
4. Sekar Gadung naik Cikoa 
5. Dhandhanggula 
6. Uler Kambang 
7. Memucukane [overture] 
8. Klana  
 
What is a gamelan? — by Philip Yampolsky (revised 1998) 
Two problems with the definition of gamelan in volume 14 have become apparent since the 
album's publication. Here is the definition as it appears there:  
 
Old version: Our proposed definition has two components: instrumentation and musical 
organization. Regarding instrumentation, we suggest that gamelan be reserved for ensembles 
that include (1) hanging gongs or substitutes for them, and (2) melodic metallophones, either in 
the form of keyed metallophones or a set of bossed gongs (whether played by a single musician 
or apportioned to several). Regarding musical organization, we suggest that for an ensemble to 
be called a gamelan its music must have three features, or, if you will, "strata": (1) a basic 
melody, (2) a recurring pattern of "gong punctuation" marking repetitions and internal 
segmentation (if any) of the basic melody, and (3) elaboration of the basic melody, usually 
moving at a faster pace (rhythmic density) than the melody it elaborates. Other instruments and 
musical principles may also be present, but without the ones just listed, the ensemble should 
not, we suggest, be called a gamelan.  
 
The first problem concerns the second half of the instrumentation criterion. The melodic 
metallophones need not be either keyed metallophones or bossed gong-sets: many gamelan 
contain both forms.  
 
I should also point out that there is an apparent (but not a real) lack of economy in this criterion. 
So far as I know, among Indonesian ensembles that meet the definition's requirements 
regarding musical organization and the presence of hanging gongs and melodic metallophones, 
there is none that does not contain melodic keyed metallophones. Melodic gong-chimes are 
often also present, but, strictly speaking, the definition doesn't need them. On the other hand, it 
is easy to imagine an ensemble that would meet the definition's other criteria but not contain 
keyed metallophones: a gong-row and a shawm playing contrasting versions of the same 
melody would do the trick (provided hanging gongs were also present). Moreover, to stipulate 
only keyed metallophones is to obscure, unnecessarily, the similarity of Indonesian gamelan to 
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mainland Southeast Asian ensembles that match gamelan in other respects but have no keyed 
metallophones (or had none until comparatively recently). It seems wiser to make our definition 
allow for the possibility of a gamelan with a gong-row but no keyed metallophones.  
The second problem with the published definition lies in the third sentence, which is too 
restrictive, applying nicely to Javanese and Balinese ensembles but less readily to the Banjar 
gamelan. In the music of gamelan Banjar—for example, in much of track 7 and the second half 
of track 8 in volume 14—it is sometimes difficult to distinguish basic melody from elaboration. 
Using terms from Java we might say that in such cases the music seems to involve rapid, 
Sundanese-style saron imbal over the kind of melodic abstraction (based on destination tones) 
that in Central Java is played by kenong in Srepegan or by bonang using the gembyang 
technique. This is still a stratified ensemble, but the stratification does not always follow the 
single model outlined in the published definition.  
 
Here, then, is a revised version of the whole definition, intended to resolve both of the problems 
discussed above. The changes affect only the second and third sentences of the old version; 
the first and last sentences are the same in both versions.  
 
New version--Our proposed definition has two components: instrumentation and musical 
organization. Regarding instrumentation, we suggest that gamelan be reserved for ensembles 
that include (1) hanging gongs or substitutes for them, and (2) melodic metallophones, in the 
form of keyed metallophones or a set of bossed gongs, or both. (The gong-chime may be 
played by a single musician or apportioned to several.) Regarding musical organization, we 
suggest that for an ensemble to be called a gamelan its music must typically (though not 
necessarily in every passage) contain (1) at least two simultaneous melodic lines, related in 
content but of contrasting musical character (for example: a "full" melody and its abstraction; or 
a comparatively simple melody and a more complex elaboration based on it), and (2) a recurring 
pattern of "gong punctuation" marking repetitions and internal segmentation (if any) of the 
melodic lines. Other instruments and musical principles may also be present, but without the 
ones just listed the ensemble should not, we suggest, be called a gamelan.  
 
These revisions necessitate further changes in the next two paragraphs. In both there are 
references to a level or stratum of "melodic elaboration"; this level or stratum is what has been 
reformulated above as "simultaneous contrasting but related melodies."  
 
Corrections to the Liner Notes 
1. On page 25 of the printed booklet, right-hand column, we remark that the overall melodic 
range of the gamelan Banjar is only two octaves, whereas "in Central Java, the range of the 
melodic instruments, excluding gong and kempul, is typically three octaves." In fact, the range of 
the melodic instruments in the Central Javanese gamelan (from slenthem to saron panerus) is 
four octaves.  
 
2. On page 6 of the printed booklet, right column, first complete paragraph, a word is omitted. 
The second parenthesis in the second sentence of that paragraph should read: "into Lombok 
and South Kalimantan, for example, or the transmigrant communities mentioned earlier." "Or" 
was omitted in the printed version.  
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MUSIC OF INDONESIA, VOL. 14: Lombok, Kalimantan, Banyumas: Little-known 
Forms of Gamelan and Wayang   

Recorded and compiled by Philip Yampolsky. 29-page booklet. 74 minutes. SFW 40441 
(1997) 
 
This file provides transcriptions of the Banyumas and Banjar texts sung in Volume 14 of the 20-
volume Music of Indonesia series published by Smithsonian Folkways Recordings, as well as a 
revised and expanded selected Bibliography and Discography with suggestions for Further 
Reading and Listening. 
 
We regret that there was not time during our fieldwork to transcribe the Sasak text of track 1. 
 
 
JEMBLUNG 
-- Texts of tracks 4–6 were transcribed by I. M. Harjito and Tinuk Yampolsky. 
 
 
4.  Sekar Gadung naik Cikoa 
 
Pengendhang:  …Gamelan lagi dilaras, Mad, gamelan kraton ya, Yogyaning laras. 
Penggendhing:  Gamelan dilaras kok kaya sapi. 
Pengendhang:  Ya ngerti gamelan kraton. 
 
Pesindhen and gerong [stanza form: Salisir]: 
 Parabe sang mara bangun 
 Sepat domba kali Oya 
 Aja dolan lan wong priya 
 Gurameh nora prasaja 
 
 Garwa sang sindura prabu 
 Wicara mawa karuna  [standard text: karana] 
 Aja dolan lan wanita 
 Tan nyata asring katarka 
 
Pesindhen [text type: Wangsalan]: 

Rujak nangka rujake para sarjana 
Aja nguya dimen restari widada 

[standard text: aja ngaya dimen lestari widada] 
 Ya mas 
 […] raras tejamaya 
 
Pesindhen and gerong [stanza form: Kinanthi]: 
 Nalikanira ing dalu 
 Wong agung mangsah semedi 
 Sirep kang bala wanara 
 Sadaya wus sami guling 
 Nadyan ari sudarsana 
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Pengendhang:  […] yalah 
Penggendhing:  Gamelan diwaregi ya […] 
Pengendhang:  Iyalah, gamelan gamelan urip 
 
Pesindhen [form: Andhegan (musical interruption or interjection)]: 

Ya bapak 
 
Pengendhang:  […] 
Dhalang:  […] 
 
Pesindhen [still in the andhegan]: 

Bapakku dhewe 
 
Pesindhen [continuing with the last line of the Kinanthi stanza]: 
 Wus dangu nggenira guling 
 
Dhalang [song/text type: Suluk]: 

Lengleng ramyaning kang 
Sasongka kumenyar, ooo 
Mangrengga rukming puri, ooo 
Mangkin tanpa siring 
Aleb niking omah 
Mas sing urubing langit, ooo  [standard text: Mas lir murubing langit] 
Takwan sarwa manik, ooo 

 
Dhalang:  Elho, lali sapandurat kados penjenenganipun kakang patih Abu Sadat.  
Penggendhing:  Inggih, inggih…. 
 
 
 
5.  Dhandhanggula 
 
Note: the standard pattern for the dhandhanggula stanza form is: 10i 10a 8e 7u 9i 7a 6u 8a 12i 
7a  (that is: the first line has ten syllables, and the final vowel is i ; the second line has ten 
syllables, and the final vowel is a ; and so forth). The verse sung here fits the form exactly, 
aside from choral interjections and the semantically insignificant addition of a preliminary vowel 
in the last line. 
 
Duk samana kita wus ngalami  
Urip aning jaman penjajahan 
Abot banget sesanggane 
Bongso kita sadarum 
Suma wana para pamimpin 
Samiya mbudidaya 
Tanapi anggayuh 
Waluyaning nuswantara  
Uwal sangking cengkramaning bongso Landi 
(A)ngesti mring kamardikan 
 
Dhalang:  Kacarita bidal maut saking ngarsanipun Sri Sultan Said ngablas parta…. 
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6.  Uler Kambang 
 
Dhalang:  …Alon-alonan rampai ta wau. 
 
Pesindhen: 

Sun pepuji dadya satria sejati 
Isa gawe tata raharjaneng nagri 
Aja lali lho kowe elinga karo suci bapak 
Rina wengi rina wengi 
Den pepetri 

 
Pengendhang:  Dipithet kenonge ya Mad. 
Penggendhing:  Dipithet ya mbijig. 
Dhalang:  Ana kenong-kenong mbijig. 
Penggendhing:  Kenong urip dipithet. 
 
Pesindhen: 

Mrih lestari amayu suka basuki 
 

Kinclong alah kinclong kinclong guayane 
Moblong mas mas, dasar moblong 
Mencorong ketok cahyane 
Rama, dasar dadi senopati 

 
Dadya senopati suka trangginas mrantasi 
Bisa gawe tata tentreming sasami 

 
[change to pelog] 
 
Gerong [=pengendhang]: 

Mrantas mila [lenteng?] 
 
Pesindhen [overlapping gerong at start]: 

Ora pati ayu 
Nanging migunani 
Lha wong agung […] mawa bapak 
Bapak sunthut ambesengut gandes luwes wicarane 

 
Pengendhang: […] rong pangkon ya dithuthuk kabeh ning gentenan ya mung anu gamelane 

kraton ya. 
Dhalang:  Lha iya lah. 
Pengendhang:  Keraket ning ora keton, e piye Mad? 
Penggendhing:  Kraton Jogja. 
Dhalang:  Dudu Jogja dudu Sala. 
Pengendhang:  Dudu Jogja dudu Sala iya, anu, keraket ora keton. 
 
Pesindhen: 
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Raru mangsa 
 
Pengendhang:  Jan bejane sing kagungan […] 
Dhalang:  Lha iya lah. 
 
Pesindhen: 

Panusule 
 
Dhalang:  Siter apa kuwi Mad? 
Pengendhang:  […] nembang meneng-meneng. 
 
Pesindhen: 

Magut yada 
 
Pengendhang:  Jan olehe nembang methethek kaya tumpeng […] 
 
Pesindhen: 

Raru raru mangsa 
Manungsa ing magut yuda 

 
Brambang sak sen lima berjuang mbela nagara 
Brambang sak sen telu berjuang dimen bersatu 
Rama 
[…] 

 
Lampu tintirane wus bacut manjing tresnane 
Ora butuh godong kayu, butuhku slamet rahayu 

 
Dhalang:  Kacarita ta rekiyana Patih Abu Sadat kersa andhawuhaken dhateng sadaya…. 
 
 
 
 
WAYANG BANJAR 
-- Texts transcribed by Philip Yampolsky in consultation with Dalang Ronde. 
 
 
7.  Memucukane 
 
Lasam Sepuluh 
 
Mayar kambang sinambaran 
Pudung maraping bandrangan 
 
Saya wiratan dewe loro rikma panjang 
 
Tarabang burung malipir gunung 
Pudung maraping bandrangan 
 
Mambu ganggongan manis rikma panjang 
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Mantap pilis rikma panjang 
 
Ganggong manis rikma panjang 
 
Dewe loro rikma panjang 
Mantap pilis sinambaran 
Radin 
 
 
Liyung 
 
Pipilis bagus sariku dana wiman 
 
Sampai hati jua nang herang manis lawan badanku 
 
 
Ayakan Miring 
 
Sampai hati jua nang herang manis lawan badanku 
Pipilis bagus sariku dana wiman 
 
Kumbang waning tawang dewe loro rikma panjang 
 
 
Ambung Gunung 
 
Tinggilahnya malam purun lanya banar tinggi malam 
Bulan jua semurup tampaknya bagus bintang tinggalam 
 
Parnah kucoba melupa diriku tak mau lupa 
Lupa jua sabantar kurasa bauntungae di waktu tidur 
 
 
Lasam Sepuluh 
 
Pudung maraping bandrangan 
Saya wiratan dewe loro rikma panjang 
Saya wiratan 
 
Tarabang burung malipir gunung 
 
Pudung maraping bandrangan 
Mambu ganggongan manis rikma panjang 
Mantap pilis sinambaran 
 
Ganggong manis rikma panjang 
 
Dewe loro rikma panjang 
Mantap pilis sinambaran 
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Lasam Tangah [ = Lasam Pindik] 
 
Sigratan balatan paningal lalambungan tata 
Gilang-gilang sampun yoda 
Putus perang sijaga-jaga 
[not sung, but understood: Burung merpati] terbang sakawan 
Terbang sakawan tampaknya bagus kian kamari 
 
 
Ambung Gunung Kedua 
 
Andaikata teman balahan jiwa hilang di nagri 
Saputar alam kurasa bauntungae susah pang diganti 
 

 
 
REFERENCES AND FURTHER LISTENING 
This listing incorporates and expands upon the references published in the U.S. edition of the 
booklet for this recording. Bibliography and discography compiled by series editor Philip 
Yampolsky. 
  
 
Background: Gamelan and wayang in Java and Bali; other gong ensembles 
 
Bakan, Michael B.  Music of death and new creation: experiences in the world of Balinese 

gamelan beleganjur.  Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1999. 
Basari [puppetteer].  Demon abduction: a wayang ritual drama from West Java, performed by 

Basari.  Matthew Isaac Cohen, trans. and intro.  Jakarta: Lontar Foundation, 1998. 
Becker, Judith and Alan H. Feinstein, eds.  Karawitan: source readings in Javanese gamelan 

and vocal music.  3 vols.  Ann Arbor: Center for South and Southeast Asian Studies, 
University of Michigan, 1984–1988.  

Brandon, James R., ed.  On thrones of gold: three Javanese shadow plays. Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1970. 

Clara van Groenendael, Victoria M. Wayang theatre in Indonesia: an annotated bibliography.  
Dordrecht: Foris, 1987. 

Holt, Claire. “The wajang world,” chapter 5 in Art in Indonesia: continuities and change. Ithaca: 
Cornell, 1967. 

Jotaryono, Sindu. The traitor Jobin: a wayang golek performance from Central Java, performed 
by Ki Sindu Jotaryono. Daniel McGuire and Lukman Aris, trans.; Robert S. Peterson, 
intro.  Jakarta: Lontar Foundation, 1999. 

Keeler, Ward. Javanese shadow plays, Javanese selves. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1987. 

———.  Javanese shadow puppets.  Singapore: Oxford, 1992. 
Kunst, Jaap. Hindu-Javanese musical instruments. 2nd edn, enlarged. The Hague: Martinus 

Nijhoff, 1968. 
———.  Music in Java. 3rd, enlarged ed. (Ernst Heins, ed.) The Hague: Nijhoff, 1973. 
Lindsay, Jennifer. Javanese gamelan. 2nd ed. Singapore: Oxford, 1992. 
Maceda, José. Gongs & bamboo: a panorama of Philippine musical instruments. Diliman, 

Quezon City: University of the Philippines Press, 1998. 
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McPhee, Colin. "The Balinese wajang koelit and its music." Djawa 16:1-34, 1936. Reprinted as 
“The Balinese wayang kulit and its music” in Traditional Balinese culture, ed. Jane Belo, 
pp. 146-197.  New York: Columbia University Press, 1970. 

———.  Music in Bali: a study in form and instrumental organization in Balinese orchestral 
music.  New Haven: Yale University Press, 1966. 

Purwacarita, Sarib. Released from Kala’s grip: a wayang exorcism performance from East 
Java, performed by Ki Sarib Purwacarita. Victoria M. Clara van Groenendael, trans. and 
intro.  Jakarta: Lontar Foundation, 1998. 

Sears, Laurie J. Shadows of empire: colonial discourse and Javanese tales. Durham, NC: Duke 
University Press, 1996. 

Skog, Inge. North Borneo gongs and the Javanese gamelan: studies in Southeast Asian gong 
traditions. (Studier i musikvetenskap, 2.) Stockholm: Stockholms Universitet, 1993. 

Sorrell, Neil. A guide to the gamelan. London: Faber, 1990. 
Spies, W. and R. Goris. "Overzicht van dans en tooneel in Bali." Djawa 17:205-229, 1937. 
Spitzing, Günter. Das indonesische Schattenspiel: Bali—Java—Lombok. Köln: DuMont, 1981. 
Sumarsam. Gamelan: cultural interaction and musical development in central Java. Chicago: 

University of Chicago Press, 1995. 
Sunarya, Asep Sunandar [puppetteer]. The birth of Gatotkaca: a Sundanese wayang golek 

purwa performance from West Java, performed by Asep Sunandar Sunarya and Giri 
Harja III. Andrew N. Weintraub, trans. and intro. Jakarta: Lontar Foundation, 1998. 

Tenzer, Michael.  Balinese music.  Berkeley & Singapore: Periplus, 1991. 
———.  Gamelan gong kebyar: the art of twentieth-century Balinese music. Chicago: University 

of Chicago Press, 2000. 
Widapandaya, Gaib [puppetteer].  Gatutkaca on trial: a new creation in the shadow theater of 

Central Java, performed by Ki Gaib Widapandaya. Gloria Soepomo Poedjosoedarmo, 
trans.; Roger Long, intro.  Jakarta: Lontar Foundation, 1999. 

Zoete, Beryl de, and Walter Spies. Dance and drama in Bali. London: Faber, 1938. 
Zoetmulder, P. J. Kalangwan: a survey of old Javanese literature. The Hague: Nijhoff, 1974. 
 
 
Lombok, South Kalimantan, Banyumas 

 
Buku penuntun karawitan Banjar.  Banjarmasin: Bidang Kesenian, Kantor Wilayah Propinsi 

Kalimantan Selatan, Departemen Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan, [n.d.–foreword dated 
1994]. 

Ecklund, Judith L.  “Tradition or non-tradition: adat, Islam, and local control on Lombok,” pp. 
249–267 in: Gloria Davis, ed.  What is modern Indonesian culture?  Athens, Ohio: 
Center for International Studies, Ohio University, 1979.  [1979a] 

———.  “Marriage, seaworms, and song: ritualized responses to cultural change in Sasak life.”  
Ph.D. diss., Cornell, 1977. 

———.  “A preliminary analysis of Sasak wayang.”  Unpublished paper (revised version of 
paper read at Association of Asian Studies meeting, Los Angeles, 1979).  [1979b] 

Harnish, David.  "Sasak music in Lombok."  Balungan 2(3):17-22, December 1986. 
———.  "Religion and music: syncretism, orthodox Islam, and musical change in Lombok."  

Selected Reports in Ethnomusicology [UCLA] 7:123-139, 1988. 
———.  "The future meets the past in the present: music and Buddhism in Lombok."  Asian 

Music 25(1/2):29-50, 1993/1994. 
———.  "Music, myth, and liturgy at the Lingsar temple festival in Lombok, Indonesia."  

Yearbook for Traditional Music 29:80-106, 1997. 
Hinzler, H. I. R.  Bima Swarga in Balinese wayang.  The Hague: Nijhoff, 1981. 
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———.  "Srikandhi dances lènggèr: a performance of music and shadow theatre in Banyumas 
(west central Java)."  Ph.D. diss., University of Michigan, 1990.  UMI #9034476. 
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the Banjar dalang Aini, "Seni budaya wayang kulit Banjar." 

Ras, J. J.  Hikajat Bandjar.  The Hague: Nijhoff, 1968. 
Saleh, M. Idwar.  Banjarmasih: sejarah singkat mengenai bangkit dan berkembangnya kota 
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Kalimantan Selatan]: Museum Negeri Lambung Mangkurat, Provinsi Kalimantan Selatan, 
Proyek Pengembangan Permuseuman Kalimantan Selatan, Departemen Pendidikan dan 
Kebudayaan, Direktorat Jenderal Kebudayaan, 1981/1982. 

———.  Sekilas mengenai daerah Banjar dan kebudayaan sungainya sampai dengan akhir 
abad-19.  [Banjarbaru, Kalimantan Selatan]: Museum Negeri Lambung Mangkurat, 
Propinsi Kalimantan Selatan, Proyek Pengembangan Permuseuman Kalimantan Selatan, 
Departemen Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan, Direktorat Jenderal Kebudayaan, 1983/1984. 

———.  Wayang Banjar dan gamelannya.  [Banjarbaru, Kalimantan Selatan]: Museum Negeri 
Lambung Mangkurat, Departemen P&K, [1984?]. 

Seebass, Tilman, et al.  The music of Lombok: a first survey.  Bern: Francke Verlag, 1976. 
Sutton, R. Anderson.  Traditions of gamelan music in Java: musical pluralism and regional 

identity.  Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991. 
Chapter 3 on Banyumas. 

 
 
Further Listening 
For a fine introduction to Javanese wayang, listen to Eigen Wijs EW 9523. (A transcription and 
translation, by Bernard Arps, of the entire play has been announced for publication by the 
Department of Languages and Cultures of South-East Asia and Oceania of the University of 
Leiden, in the series Semaian, under the title Tall tree, nest of the wind.) For Balinese wayang 
music: King KICC 5156 and Buda 92603-2 (which also has gambuh). An excellent new gambuh 
CD, issued after the first edition of the present album was published and hence not discussed in 
the commentary, has been published by Wayne Vitale (Vital Records 501).   
 
Listeners interested in jemblung should not miss Pan 2048, which contains jemblung from 
Tambak, recorded in 1983; the man Rahayu Supanggah recommended to us, the late Pak 
Tembong, is heard in this album. One gets a clearer idea of the language and acting of 
jemblung from Pan 2048 than from our recordings here. The album also includes fascinating 
examples of other village traditions that are related to jemblung. Another example of one of 
those traditions, Madurese memaca, is on Ode 1381. When our album was issued in 1997, the 
only other published wayang Sasak recordings were on Bärenreiter BM30SL 2560, an out-of-
print LP. Since then, two CDs that include wayang Sasak music have been issued: Auvidis/ 
Unesco D 8272, and IAS 6. Other genres from Lombok may be heard on King KICC 5198 
(including an imitation gamelan using tuned drums) and King KICC 5178 (a genre of popular 
music). 
 
Panji in Lombok I & II.  2 LP.  Bärenreiter-Musicaphon BM30SL 2560 and 2564. 
Anthologie de la musique de Bali IV: traditions savantes.  2 CD.  Buda 92603-2. 
Déwa Ruci: een Javaans schimmenspel.  3 CD.  Eigen Wijs EW 9523. 
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Gender Wayang of Sukawati Village.  CD.  King KICC 5156. 
Cilokaq music of Lombok.  CD.  King KICC 5178. 
The music of Lombok.  CD.  King KICC 5198. 
Music of Madura.  CD.  Ode 1381. 
Jemblung and related narrative traditions of Java.  CD.  Pan 2048 CD. 
Music of the gambuh theater.  CD.  Vital Records 501. 
Be not afraid to strike the gong: the music of Lombok.  CD.  Indonesian Arts Society 

[Melbourne] IAS 6. 
Balinese music of Lombok.  CD.  Auvidis/Unesco D 8272. 
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